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DEVELOrMENT STUDY OF A ThO-STAGE CONTINUOUS FLOW IMPACTOR

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing interest in recent years in the field of aerosols

created the need for and spurred the development of better techniques

for particulate sampling, sizing and analysis. Often, the size

distribution of an aerosol is of a primary interest. Conventional

impactors are used for the classification of airborne particulates into

size groups and for the collection of these particulates on impaction

surfaces. The size fractionation in the impactor is done by the acceleration of

the particulates and the carrier gas towards a stagnation surface. The

large particulates (or more accurately, those with a high momentum) impact

upon the surface which is coated with grease to capture them. Small

particulates follow the gas stream lines around the obstacle and are carried

away by the gas. Further fractionation can be done by an increase in the velocity

of the particulates in subsequent impactor stages. The actual count

of the particulate matter, shape analysis and physical/chemical assay

is done utilizing electro/optical techniques, spectrometry, etc. This

subject is discussed in several review articles such as by Lapple (1968),

Austin (1979), Lee et al (1979), and Dzubay and Stevens (1975).

Utilizing the same principle of operation as in the conventional

impactor, the particulates in a virtual impactor accelerate towards a

gaseous interface separating the aerosol stream from a "clean" chamber

(see for instance, Hounam and Sherwood 1965, Conners 1966, Loo and

Jaklevic 1973, Loo et al 1976, and McFarland et al 1978). A small

fraction of the incoming aerosol carrying gas is allowed to enter the

"clean" chamber, while the rest of the gas is forced to turn and flow

around the inlet to the "clean" chamber. Here, again, heavy particulates

9
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ctj q the interface while small ones are carried away by the deflected

flow. The particulates from both streams are collected eventually on

filter membranes for further analysis. This device is often called a

'I dichotomous sampler.

Not having a solid collection surface directly exposed to the

incoming stream, the virtual impactor avoids the problem of particulate

bouncing and re-entrainment. Also avoided is the need for a sticky

surface, coated with various chemicals to capture the particulates. Such

chemicals may induce chemical and physical changes in the captured materials.

In the opposing jets classifier, a gaseous interface separates two

collection chambers as in the virtual impactor. Some differences exist,

however,as discussed below. The concept of particulates separation using

opposing jets was suggested by Luna (1965) and further pursued by others

(Hall, 1970 and Mears, 1973). Brooks et al (1979) developed an

opposing jets classifier, termed a Continuous Flow Impactor (CI), which

allows a detailed parametric study of its performance. The CI has proven

the feasibility of utilizing the concept in practice. A similar device

was built and tested by Willeke and Pavlik (1978).

The principle of operation of the CI is illustrated schematically in

Figure 1. A particle laden gas (aerosol) jet and an identical clean

gas jet collide in the plane of the splitter plate, forming a gaseous

interface between the two collection chambers. For well balanced jets,

and as long as the interface is stable, there is no gaseous cross-over

from one side to the other. Inertial fractionation is achieved thus,

10
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by controlling the velocity of the incoming streams. The heavy particles

in the aerosol stream cross over the interface into the "clean" collection

chamber while light particles follow the stream lines and remain in the

aerosol side chamber, as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 1. Some

of the advantages and the shortcomings of the CI are briefly mentioned

next.

The efficiency of the CI is a function of the particle size and

it is a measure of the fraction of particles of a given size which cross

over and leave the CI through the clean chamber side. A CI is designed

to operate around a so called 50 per cent fractionation size. Typically,

the efficiency of the CI (or of any other impactor) is high for particles

larger than the 50% fractionation size and it is low for particles smaller

than that size. In theory all the large particles in the aerosol stream

cross over to the clean side. In practice, however, there is a possibility

that a heavy particle traveling along the axis of the jet may penetrate

far upstream into the clean jet, then come to a brief stop and eventually

trajected back into the aerosol side. Hence, the expected efficiency for

large particles is less than 100%. The actual value depends among other

things upon the radial distribution of the particles in the inlet nozzle.

For small particles, the expected efficiency is 0% since for a well

balanced flow there is no gas cross-over and the small particles remain

in the original stream. For the dichotomous impactor, Conners (1966)

found that there is an optimal fraction of the flow which has to be

allowed into the clean chamber. A too low or a too high fraction of the

flow produces poor separation efficiency. Also, the fraction of flow

entering the clean side chamber always carries with it some small

12



particles. This sets a lower limit to the small particle cross over

efficiency, this limit is around 5-15% in McFarland's report (1978).

It is unclear, however, how sensitive the performance of the CI is to

a small inbalance in the two jets. Also the performance of the CI

may suffer from interface instabilities which allow gas cross over and

which disrupt the proper operation of the CI. This problem can be

taken care of, though, by a proper design of the apparatus (Luna, 1965;

Brooks et al, 1979). Another apparent advantage of the CI is in the

possibility to shift the fractionation efficiency curve merely by

controlling the flow rate of the two jets.

When it is desirable to classify particulates while maintaining them

in suspension in a gas (e.g., for introduction into an optical particle

counter or for the separation of a monodispersed aerosol out of a polydispersed

aerosol), the CI has an additional advantage. The separated particulates

leave the CI entrained in a gas stream of the same flow rate as at the

inlet to the device.

With the latter advantage in mind, the purpose of the present

investigation was to study the possibility of a cascade, 2-stage CI operation,

arranged in such a way that a "window" of a desired particle size range

(still as an aerosol) can be obtained. That can be achieved by directing the

flow leaving the first stage into a second stage which has a different fractionation

point. Explicitly, stage one separates an incoming stream of a polydispersed

aerosol into two streams of aerosol. One, with particle size above the

fractionation point and the other with particles below that point. The

latter stream enters into a second stage and is again separated into two

streams. The fractionation point in the second stage being smaller than

13



that in the first stage. Thus, one stream leaving the second stage

contains the smallest particles while the other stream contains particles

in a "window" between the fractionation points of the two stages.

2. DESIGN

The CI design is based upon the optimization of the first prototype

CI, performed by Brooks et.al.(1979). One of the design objectives in the

present study was to have a simple and a cheap instrument without compro-

mizing its performance. Figures 2 and 3 show an assembled stage of the

CI and its components, respectively. The dimension of the CI can be found

in Figure 4.

In the following section details are given pertinent to the semiempiri-

cal design of the impactor. This is followed by calculations of the particle

dynamics in the nozzle. The analysis is used to support the semiempirical

design criteria.

2.1 Parametric Impactor Design

The parameters identified as important to the operation of the CI,

based upon the diameter of the jet nozzle (0), are listed by their numerical

values below (see Brooks et.al., 1979).

e Spacing between the jet exit and the splitter plate-- I/D = 0.75

e Length of the straight section of the nozzle-- N/D = 1.00

* The diameter of the hole in the splitter plate-- W/D = 1.25

The latter figure was adopted from Pavlik (1978).

The determination of the nozzle diameter, D, is based upon the particle

Stokes number and the gas flow rate. The Stokes number is defined as,

P d 2 U Cptk p dp (I)
St =1811 (0/2)

14
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Figure 3. Continuous Imapctor -Exploded View
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and the jet velocity is

~r2
U: Q/ ED (2)

Using equation (2), the Stokes number becomes

4 . p Q d-' C
Stk P , (3)

9 3

And equation (.4) gives the required nozzle diameter for a desired fractiona-

tion point, dp,50%;

D = • P Q C df 0  (4)

Trp Stk 50% ,50]

In the present design, nominal fractionation points of 4.0 and 1.5 Pm

were selected for the first and second stage, respectively. The value of

the Stokes number for a CI of the above specified geometry, was obtained

experimentally (Brooks et al., (1979)) and found to be vstk 50 % = 0.63. For a

flow rate of 28.3 liters/min ( CFM), the nozzle diameters are 0.541 and 0.256 cm

for the first and second stages, respectively. These numbers are slightly

adjusted (by ± 1%) to allow the use of standard tools for the fabrication.

The corresponding jet velocities are 2051 and 9021 cm/sec and the jet Reynolds

numbers are 7553 and 15930, where

Re = pUD

In the first CI prototype, the gas was withdrawn from the collection

chambers through exit tubes inserted radially into the chambers, close to the

splitter plate. It is believed that this technique of gas withdrawal could

cause unnecessary particle loss. Also, since the tip of these exit tubes is
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] .positioned at a radial location approximately midway between the jet exit and

the collection chamber wall, the axial symmetry of the jets could be distorted,

further affecting the performance curves.

In the present design, the collection chamber is given an oblong shape

with the exit ports as far as possible from the jets, to minimize distortion

due to the inherent non-symmetry.

2.2 Particle Dynamics in the Nozzle

The gas enters the CI through a tapered inlet section which turns into

a straight nozzle close to the exit (see Figure 4). The favorable pressure

gradient in the nozzle eliminates problems of flow separation and similar

difficulties. In the tapered section the gas accelerates and the entrained

particulates may or may not lag behind the gas, depending upon their initial

conditions, size etc. In the straight section of the nozzle the gas flows

at a constant velocity and the particles should have sufficient time to

accommodate to the gas velocity. The flow Reynolds number in the nozzle is

between 5,000 to 20,000. Since the entrance to the nozzle is almost distur-

bance free, the onset of turbulence, according to Schlichting (1968), may

occur at a critical Reynolds number of 10,000 or over (in the case of a sharp

entrance, Rec nu 2300). Hence the nozzle may operate in a transition regime

between laminar and turbulent flow.

Particle dynamics in the nozzle can be determined for the tapered and

for the straight sections separately. The equation of motion for a particle

in a 1-D flow is

dV 1
d p CD  p(V - V) A. (5)p dt D p p

A 19



Assuming flow in the Stokes regime (Reynolds number based upon the relative

velocity between the gas and particle< 2), the drag coefficient is,

CD Re P(V -- =V (6)

If Re > 2, other equations apply and the drag coefficient is larger than

that predicted by equation (6), (see for instance Schlichtlng, 1968, P. 17

or Torobin and Gauvin, 1959, P. 136). The calculation based upon the

Stokes equation is, therefore, conservative.

Using the following relationships,
2

irdAp =  -(7)

and ird3

Mp Pp 6 (8)

equation (5) can be rearranged to yield

dt 8p (V V) (9)dt p d2  9pp 

Or

-V = -Vg  p  

(10)dt T

where

p18 (11)

20
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is the particle characteristic time. In the above equations and in subse-

quent ones, the Cunningham slip correction to particle drag is neglected

since it becomes significant only for particles smaller than one micron.

In equation (10), Vg is constant for the straight section of the inlet

nozzle and it varies with the location in the tapered section. Solution to

equation (10) yields the gas/particle relative motion relationship, this

information is pertinent to the required length of the nozzle. It

should be mentioned, however, that other considerations (e.g., the

velocity profile in the nozzle) may affect the design as well.

2.2.1 Tapered Section

In the tapered section, the variation of the gas velocity is

inversely proportional to the cross section area (for an incompressible

gas).

V M 4Q (12)VgX 7rDlX)2

where Dj-D2
D(X)= D1-S X (13)

Therefore

V1(X) (14)
9 0202 x 2

Vg9

D2

Where Figure 5 explains the nomenclature.

A. 21
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FIGURE 5 Schusatlc of Tapered Inlet Section.
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Substitution of Equation (14) in Equation (10) gives,

dV V Vg/

1 T-(1 - 2 =- 2 (15)

Equation (15) is a non-linear differential equation which can be

solved by making a few approximations.
D2

Since l(l- ) x < 1, the right hand side of Equation 15 can

be expanded as follows

-2
x 2 D2  X

1 ) 1 + 2(l D(16)

Higher order terms are ignored since they again introduce nonlinearity
D 2

into the equation. The error involved is of the order of (I - %) , 11%

in the first stage of the C1.

A better approximation, yet, is obtained by assuming a linear velocity

variation along the nozzle as follows:

91 () (17)

Figure 6 shows schematically the relationship between the various

approximations and actual velocity along the nozzle.

Substituting Equation (17) in Equation (10), yields

V V g1+* = - * - " . (18)
dt TF T [+Q! .1>3

23
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Replacing the velocity terms in Equation (18) with a derivative of the

#. distance and using a dot convention to designate time derivatives

dx
(e.g. x ), Equation (18) is rewritten as

V VT  g X g1

p - g T (19)

Where

V
92

ct=--l.(20)Vg1

Next, Equation 19 is multiplied by - and after re-arrangement
V

it becomes, g1

+ X*=i (21)
p T T* T*1 

Where
X* = X/S, T* =/tI, t* = t/tz, t1  z S/Vg i,

and
(20a)

=V* - 1.
92

The Boundary Conditions (BC) are,

x*(o) = 0
p (22)

and x;(0) = v*P PI

Where V* =V /V
PI PI 912

24



The solution to Equation (21) is

X* = C1 • exp(y1 t*) + C2 • exp(-y2t*) 1 (23)
p

where C1 and C2 are constants of integration and y1 and Y2 are the

solution to the characteristic equation,

2 + = 0, (24)

i.e., 1YI12 2T (25)

For small particles, t* is very small, hence, approximately

(1+4o*) 1+2cvr* - 4c 2 *2 
. . ...

Thus

=- -- tL +4(

and

Y2 = + 0(TI),

where the order of the error is indicated in parenthesis.

25
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7=-

Substitution of the BC in the solution, gives

C + C2=

and

Y1C 1 + Y2 C2 = V.
P3

Using the approximate solutions for Yi and Y2, the constants

of integration are obtained,

1-V*
PI

C, = l
2a + -T*

V* +1 +
and pi CT*

C2 =

2a+ -

Two cases are investigated, V* = 0, and V* = 1, for which the
pS P '

constants are shown below;

VpI =0 V =1

1
Cl 1 0 (6)2ot +

1
+ - 1

2 (l + 2-t)

26
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Presently we want to know the velocity of the particle at the exit

of the tapered nozzle section, V* First, to find t* at which the particle
P2

exit, we set X* = 1 in Equation (23).
p

Or
C1 exp [-(a + )t*] + C2 exp(t*) 1 +1 (27)

If V* 1, then C1 = 0 and only the second term on the left

hand side of Equation (27) is left. For small T*, though, the first

term in Equation (27) is small in comparison with the second term and

it can be neglected in a first order approximation. Hence,

C2 exp(at*) = 1 + l_

or t i

t*j 1 =  n(:"" (28)
X* a aC2

Equation (28) gives the time at which the particle reaches the exit of

the tapered nozzle section.

The particle velocity is given by the derivative of Equation (23),

= Yi Cl exp(ylt*) + Y2C2 exp(y2 t*). (29)
p

At X* = 1, the particle velocity is given by substitution of equations
p

(28) into (29),

7 27



1(1 T
70,C, (2+l, ) " + C2 (a+I.

[ *p= V Pz -
"(a + - ) (ll') +c( T)

X*=l
p

or

1 ct~*l-(1+ -)
V* -(l +--a- + (N+1). (30)

P2 aT aC2

Using the definition of a, Equation (20),the particle exit velocity

becomes:

1-(1+ - )

Vp2 = VG- l +--)C 2  (31)

Thus, the particle velocity at the exit is smaller than the gas

velocity by a correction term given in Equation (31). If V* = 1

then C, = 0 and the correction term is zero, making the particle

velocity equal to the gas velocity all along the nozzle (to a first order

approximation).

The gas velocity equation (17), can be re-arranged'

and written as,

aX* = 1. (32)
g g

The BC is
X*(O) = 0. (33)

28



The solution to Equation (32) with BC (33) is,
.:]-1

,* (elt* ). (34)

And the gas velocity is,

X= eat * . (35)

Or, using Equation (34), the velocity is,

x= Xg* + 1 (36)

9 9

which is identical to Equation (32) or Equation (17), of a linear velocity

along the nozzle (the gas velocity is exponential with time, though, as shown

in Equation (35).
As a numerical example, three particle sizes are considered, 1, 10

and 15 lro. For DOP particles pp = 1.1 gm/cc, the air viscosity is p = 0.018

centipoise and the flow rate is 28.3 lit/min through each one of the jets.

Using Equation (2) and the data in Figure 4, it is found that for

the first impactor stage,
Vg1 =926 cm/sec

S =2.8 cm

V = 2051 cm/sec
92

Hence,

V*= 2.215
92

and

= 1.215.

In the second stage, the only difference is

V = 9121 cm/sec
92

or V* 9 9.85,
92
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and a - 8.85.

Table 1 summarizes the calculations based upon the substitution

of the above numerical values into Equations (11), (26) and (30).

The table shows that to a first approximation, a particle entering

the tapered section with a velocity equal to the gas velocity, leaves

the nozzle at the same velocity as the gas. A particle which starts

with zero velocity, though, comes out at a velocity approximately

equal to 99 percent of the gas velocity.

Figure 7 shows the variation with time of the particle velocity,

and location X* (Equations 29 and 23 respectively). The figure
p p

also shows the gas velocity, X* , and distance, X* , as a function of

time (Equations 35 and 34, respectively). The conditions in the Figure

correspond to a 15 lim particle traveling in the tapered section of the

nozzle of stage one, with V* = 0. Although the time it takes the particle
Pi

to travel the nozzle length is longer than the time the gas travels the

same distance (time lag), the final velocities of the gas and the particle

are almost identical (velocity lag). In other words, a given particle

leavrs the nozzle section later then a gas element-which entered the

nozzle with that particle - does (particle slip).

To substantiate this claim, two approaches are taken. First the

original equation of the particle velocity, Equation (15), is solved by

an alternative technique (as will be shown below, this solution can not

be easily integrated to yield the particle trajectory, though). And

second, the equations for the straight section of the nozzle are solved.

This latter approach, which does yield an exact mathematical solution

to the particle behavior in a non-accelerating flow can help us to under-

stand the particle behavior in an accelerating flow field.
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X* FIGURE 7. Gas Elmwent and Particle Trajectories In the Tapered Inlet Section.
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Equation (15) is solved for the velocity of a particle as a

function of time for an arbitrary X. The solution is,

VP =C et/ 2 z (37)

V-(l -) IL

Since this solution is for an arbitrary X, it is valid for X = 0.

The boundary condition at t = 0 is Vp = VPC

Therefore

VpI = C + Vgt

or

C = Vp 9- V 91

The solution to Equation (15) is, hence,

V

=(Vp =(VP . Vg1) e-t/T + D (38)

As already mentioned, Equation (38) can not be integrated directly to

yield Xp, and hence particle flight time can not be found by this

technique. For small particles, however, the characteristic time T is very

small and if the first term on the right hand side is neglected, then

V
g9

Vp [(39)

i.e., the particle velocity is equal to the local gas velocity. Obviously,

when (Vp - V g) is large, or for t values of the order of T such an

approximation is invalid. Usually, however, the particles enter the
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tapered section at velocities close to the gas velocity and the above

solution is a good approximation to the actual situation.

2.2.2 Straight Section

In the straight section of the nozzle V is constant, and Equation

(10) is rewritten as follows:

d(Vg-Vp) V-V
- p 9 (40)

dt T

or

d(V -V )
Vg-p

In non-dimensional terms:

d(l-V*)

-V* = - dt* (41)
p

where

V* = Vp/Vg, and t* = t/T.
p

Note that in Equation (41) the characteristic pirticle time T is

used to non-dimensionalize the equation (instead of tj = S/V as in the

tapered inlet section).

The boundary condition to this equation is the particle velocity at

the inlet to the straight section (at time 0) which'is equal to V* , theP2

exit velocity from the tapered section;

V* (0) = V* (42)

p P2
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and

x* (0) = 0. 0
.p

The solution to Equation (41) with B.C. (42) is,

V = 1 - (1-V *)e t* (43)

P P P2

Integration of this equation gives the distance the particle travels,
X* = t* + (l-V* ) (e't*l). (44)

P P2

In Figure 8, Equations (43) and (44) are plotted. This figure shows

that a particle entering the straight section, for instance, at a velocity

V*= 0.75 (i.e., 75 percent of the gas velocity), takes about t* = 1.5
P2

to reach 95% of the gas velocity. By that time the particle travels a

distance of X* = 1.3. In dimensional numbers, that translates to time
p

and distance as shown in Table 2. The second and third columns in the

table show the characteristic particle time and the characteristic

distance respectively. The fourth and fifth columns show the time the

particle requires to reach 95% of the gas velocity and the distance

it travels by that time, respectively.
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Table 2. Particle Accomodation in the Straight
Section of the Nozzle, 0.75, V = 2051 cm/sec

d p T, sec V g, cm t=Tt*, sec = V 9 Xcm

1 3.39 • 10" 6  6.95 * 10- 3  4.41 •10 "6  0.009

10 3.39 • 10- 4  6.95 - 10"  4.41 l0 - 4  0.903

15 7.54 • 10 1.57 1.15 10 "3  2.04

The table shows that a 15 pm particle travels a distance of

approximately 2.04 cm to accomodate to the gas velocity. It is

undesireable, however, to have a long straight section since the

boundary layer which developes in the flow creates a velocity profile

that causes a slow down of the particles close to the wall. This is

significant in particular in laminar flow, and as mentioned earlier

the nozzle may operate under such a flow condition. The conclusion

is, therefore, that the tapered section of the nozzle should be long enough

to allow almost a complete accomodation of the particles to the gas

velocity. The cone angle should not be too large so that the velocity

ratio Vg9 /V will not be large. The length of the straight section

is needed only to ensure the straightening of the particle flow in

the axial direction.

In summary, the purpose of the nozzle design is to ensure that

a polydispersed aerosol which enters the CI comes out of the nozzle with

all the particles moving at a uniform velocity. Otherwise, a small particle

may have a velocity higher than the velocity of a large particle so that
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both particles leave the nozzle with the same momentum. This

situation upsets the basic principle of operation of the CI.

3. TEST SET UP AND PROCEDURES

3.1 Test Rig

A general view of the test rig is shown in figure 9. The flow control

panel shown in figure 10 and the aerosol generator in figure 11. A schematic

flow diagram is given in figure 12. The main components of the test rig

are described below, while the parts are identified in appendix A.

Shop air from a compressor is filtered and dried in a filter (D (ratcd

at 100% removal for 0.08 pm, and 98% removal for 0.008 pm). The air passes

through two pressure regulators @ connected in series to ensure absolute

stability of the supply pressure. The regulators are set to deliver air

at approximately 70 psig. The air enters a distribution manifold I and

from there it branches into three lines: one line into the aerosol generator

@ I and two lines leading into the clean side jets of the first and second

stages of the impactor, (D and ® The air to the impactor stages is

metered by means of sonic orifices © and the pressure across the orifices

is monitored via a 5-way valve 6% and a pressure gauge . The supply

pressure to the aerosol generator is monitored by a pressure gauge 0

A syringe pump® supplies liquid to the aerosol generator at a

preset feed rate. The liquid supply rate depends upon the pump setting

and the size of the liquid jet orifice (for details of operation of the

aerosol generator - see manufacturers specifications). To verify a uniform

feed rate, a pressure gauge and a bleed valve are connected to the drain
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Figure 9. Continuous Impactor - Test Setup
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Figure 10. Continuous Impactor -Flow Control Panel.

IFigure 11 . Continuous Impactor A Perosol Generator.
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Figure 13. Two-Stage Continuous Impactor Flow Arrangement.
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Figure 14. Sampling Probe Design.
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line6of the aerosol generator. Before entering the first impactor

stage the aerosol droplets pass through a neutralizer @ to remove static

charge.

The two stages of the CI are set in such a way that the outlet of

the first stage is connected directly to the inlet of the second stage.

These details can be seen in Figure 13. The differential pressure (D/P)

across each stage is monitored by a pressure gauge J) , and two 3-way

valves ® are used to select the desired stage.

Three interchangeable exhaust lines @ allow monitoring the aerosol

output in each one of the streams coming out of the 2-stage CI. A specially

designed sampling probe 0 directs one quarter of the flow of one exit

line into a particle counter (. Design details of this probe are shown

in Figure 14. The area ratio between the outerannulus and the inner tubeof the probe

is close to the ratio of the corresponding flow rates, ensuring isokinetic

sampling. The sample gas is collected by the inner tube far upstream of

the 900 bend in the outer flow, ensuring the collection of a representative

aerosol sample. The out flow from the 2-stages of the CI is regulated by

means of regulating valves 0 and three sets of sonic orifice fixtures (9

The pressure across these fixtures is monitored on an absolute pressure

gauge rJ by selecting the proper position of a 5-way valve The flow

is collected in an exhaust manifold @ which is connected to the building

vacuum pump system (A maximum pumping capacity of over 800 CFM).

For testing of a single stage CI, the other stage is removed from the

setup and its inlet and exit lines are plugged.
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3.2 Sonic Flow Meters

Prior to the tests, all sonic orifices were calibrated by the Metrology

Department. The theoretical flow equation through a sonic orifice is given

by the formula,

C FP1
SCFM = C , (45)

where L is the rating of the orifice in flow resistance units (see the

Lee Company nanual), and F is a function of the pressure ratio across the

orifice. F is equal to 1 when the orifice is choked or when PI/P 2 > 0.528

(for air). C is a constant which depends on the specific type of gas and is

equal to 220 for air.

Equation (45) is rewritten as follows

SCFM C F. (46)

Since the supply temperature is tiaarly constant, the quantity in the paren-

thesis. is a constant. The left hand side of equation (46) is plotted versus

a quantity which defines F, that is 1 - P2 /P1 . For a choked orifice the

theoretical curve in such a plot is horizontal.

This approach was applied to the calibration of all sonic orifices

and fixtures used in the test. A sample calibration curve is shown in

Appendix B.

3.3 Particle Counter

Particles are counted by the Climet CI-208 Optical Particle Counter

(OPC). The instrument has six channels and a "bright-dim" switch which
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allows changing the range of the channels. Hence, with the counter, particles

can be identified as belonging to one out of twelve possible size groups

(channels). These channels are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Particle sizing capabilities of the
CI-208 OPC with a "Bright-Dim" switch

Range # From to 1m

1 0.3 0.5
2 0.5 0.65
3 0.65 1.0
4 1.0 1.3
5 1.3 2.3
6 2.3 3.0
7 3.0 5.0
8 5.0 5.9
9 5.9 9.5

10 9.5 10.0
11 10.0 20.0
12 larger than 20.0

A model CI-210 multichannel analyzer augments the capabilities of the

CI-208 OPC. The analyzer has a switch with two ranges, each range classifying

particles into one of eight channels (in addition, and independent of the CI-208

channels). The additional capabilities are summarized in Table 4 and shown

schematically in Figure 15.

Table 4. CI-210 multi-channel analyzer
sizing capabilities

ChannelRjage 1 2

From to 1m From to Um

1 0.3 0.5 3.0 5.0
2 0.5 0.7 5.0 8.0
3 0.7 1.0 8.0 10.0
4 1.0 2.0 10.0 12.0
5 2.0 3.0 12.0 15.0
6 3.0 5.0 15.0 17.0
7 5.0 7.5 17.0 20.0
8 larger than 7.5 larger than 20.0
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3.4 The Aerosol

The aerosol used throughout this study is made of Diocthyl-Phtalate (DOP)

liquid droplets. The technique for the generation of aerosols utilizing the

Vibrating Orifice Monodispersed Aerosol Generator (VOMAG) is discussed in

details elsewhere (Liu, 1976, and Brooks et.al, 1979).

DOP solutions in IsoPropyl Alcohol (IPA) of the following concentrations

were used; 1:8000, 1:1000, 1:500, 1:250, 1:125 and pure IPA. These solutions

and the use of a 10 and a 20 ljn orifices allows the generation of particles

between approximately 0.4 to 9.0 jim. The lower limit is set by the impurities

in the IPA, and the upper limit by the excessive loss of heavy particles

in the neutrelizer column. An attempt to use a 5 pm orifice failed due to

frequent clogging of this orifice.

Another problem related to the operation of the aerosol generator is

a slow shift in the size of the generated particles. This occurs only when

the smallest particles are generated and the shift is always from small

particles to larger ones. The present explanation is that the lubricant

used in the disposable plastic syringes is slowly desolved by the IPA and

the concentration of the non-volatiles in the solution increases. Glass

syringes (type Multi fit B-D) are inadequate though, since small leaks

develop between the plunger and the cylinder.

3.5 "Noise"

To verify that the system is clean of undesired dust and free of leaks,

the test setup is operated with all parameters set to their regular operating

conditions, except the syringe pump which is left off. Under these conditions,
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no particles are to be detected by the OPC. This test also confirms the

cleanliness of the air supply. Frequently performed system tests have

shown that no detectable particles (> 0.3 um) or leak into the system

exist other than those introduced by the VOMAG.

3.6 Performance Definition

The following definitions are adopted for measuring the performance

of the Continuous Impactor.

3.6.1 Single Stage CI

e Cross over efficiency is the numbers of particles found in the

clean jet side (side 2), divided by the sum of the particles

in the clean and the aerosol sides of the CI.

Or
[2(47)S= [2] + [1L '(i7

wherethe following symbols are used:

[l - number of particles in side 1, the aerosol side.

(2J - number of particles in side 2, the clean side.

0 Stage Particle Loss is the difference in the number of particles

entering the stage and the number leaving the stage, divided

by the number of particles entering the stage.

Or

L = 1 - [1][+ [2], (48)

where [I] - number of particles entering the stage.
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3.6.2 2-Stage CI*1
a Collection efficiency is the ratio between the number of

particles in the desired "window", collected through side 2

of the second stage [2,2], and the sum of all particles

leaving the 2-stage CI through all the exits.

Or

[2,21 (49)nc [,j+ [2,I] + [I,-2]

where [2,1] - the number of particles leaving stage 2

through the aerosol sidel.

[1,2) - the number of particles leaving stage 1

through the clean side,2.

and [2,2] - the number of particles leaving stage 2

through the clean side,2.

e Total loss is the difference between the particle input and the particle

output of the 2-stage CI, divided by the input,

Lt = 1 -_[2,2) + [2,1] + [1,2]_ (50)
[I]

It should be noted that stream [1,1], leaving stage l through

the aerosol side 1, is the input to the aerosol side of the

second stage.

A complete calibration curve for each stage and for the 2-stage

CI is obtained by measuring the efficiencies and losses defined above

for a number of particle sizes covering the operating range of the

CI. The tests are performed with monodispersed aerosols of a known

size.
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3.7 Procedures

*, At the start of a test day, the particle counter is turned on, checked

and left to warm up for 50 to 60 minutes. Then, the vacuum system and the

compressed air supply are switched on. The inlet flow (clean jet side)

to each stage is set to 28.3 liters/min (std ft 3/min), and the exit flow is set to

28.3 liters/min. The exit flow in the line from which a sample is withdrawn

into the particle counter is set to 21.225 liters/min (0.75 std ft3 /min) while the

flow through the OPC is set to 7.075 liters/min (0.25 std ft 3/min). The aerosol

generator is turned on and the dilution air flow rate set at approximately

42.5 liters/min (1.5 std ft /min). Once the liquid feed pressure stabilizes (the

bleed valve may be used to expedite the pressure drop by allowing a small

quantity of liquid to bleed out) the droplets of a desired size are obtained.

The particle laden air, after going through the neutralizer, is directed

into the first stage inlet. Since the clean jets flow entering the two-stage

CI is metered, and the flow leaving the CI is also metered, a net flow of

28.3 liters/min (1 std ft 3/min) of aerosol-laden air is induced by suction into the

first-stae. The extra flow of aerosol-laden air is allowed to escape

around the first stage inlet. This procedure ensures that no room air

enters the CI.

Once all flow rates are set to the desired values, the differential

pressure (D/P) across the splitter plate in each staqe is checked. When flows

are properly set the D/P usually does not exceed 0.5 to 1.0 inch of water

column. The final adjustment of the flow is done such that the D/P is

minimized.

Particle count is obtained for each one of the three exit lines ( @in

figure 12) by switching the sampling probe to each of the lines. Everytime
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the sampling probe is switched to another line, the flow rates and D/P

[ are checked and rebalanced if necessary.

The particle input to the CI is obtained by placing the sampling probe

in front of the aerosol generator. Proper care is taken to ensure that the

flow conditions at the inlet to the probe are similar to the conditions

at the inlet to the CI.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Preliminary Test Runs

The effect of the splitter plate thickness and that of the size

of the hole in the plate upon the CI performance, was briefly investiqated.

The purpose of this investigation was to select a splitter plate which

can produce acceptable results in subsequent studies.

Initially, plates having a hole diameter two times as large as the

jet diameter (W/D = 2.0) were selected (following Brooks et al 1979). The

thickness of these plates are, in mm.: 0.0508 (2/1000"), 0.1016 (4/1000"),

0.254 (10/1000"), and 0.381 (15/1000"). It was found that the thin plates

tend to vibrate and can not be stabilized . The vibrations are

aggravated in the second stage of the CI in which the jets' velocity is

higher than the velocity in the first stage. The plate rattle produces

a high frequency sound and a very poor performance curve which stays

around 50% cross-over efficiency at all particle size.

The vibration problem practically ceased, however, for plates thicker

than 0.254 mm (10/1000"). In Appendix C, the relationship between the plate

thickness and the vibrations is shown.
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Results of a few test runs with a thicker plate have not yet produced

the expected performance curve. At that point the hole size in the

splitter plate was changed to W/D = 1.25, following Pavlik (1978).

The effect of a smaller hole is to improve cross-over efficiency but at the

same time to increase losses by impaction to the plate. The reason being

that the spread angle of the jets under the flow condition in the CI is very

wide, and the plate surface area exposed to incoming particles increases

as the hole diameter decreases.

The effect of the plate thickness on the stage particle loss has

not been investigated, although Willeke and Pavlik (1979) claim to have

observed such an effect. A proper design of the edge of the hole

(e.g. a sharp edge) may reduce the particle loss, though.

The results discussed in the following sections were obtained for

the geometry specified in Figure 4. Other parameters were fixed as

follows:

9 Splitter plate thickness 0.254 mm (10/1000").

e Hole diameter W/D = 1 .25

The operating conditions of the jets are listed in Table 5.

TABLE 5 - CI Operating Conditions

Stage Stage

1 2

Flow rate, Z/min 28.3 28.3

Jet Reynolds number 7553 15930

Jet velocity, cm/sec 2051 9121

Nozzle diameter D, cm 0.541 0.256

Nozzle to plate spacing, L/D 0.75 0.75

Nozzle length, N/D 1.0 1.0
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4.2 Calibration of a Single Stage CI

The cross-over efficiency rn, and the stage particle loss L, of the

first and second stages, are shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.

In order to generalize the curves for particles of various densities,

the graphs are plotted as a function of the square root of the Stokes

numbers, rather than the particle physical diameter, i.e.,

/tk U p (51)

The particle physical diameter and the aerodynamic equivalent diameter

(daed) are shown on the upper scales in each figure. This latter quantity

is defined as the diameter of a particle of 1 g/cc density, that has the same

terminal velocity as the actual particle (Raabe, 1976),

daed = ppdp (52)

The wide error bars in the figures indicate the corresponding channel

in which the particle is registered by the OPC. This is done due to some

uncertainty in the calculated particle size (e.g., due to small fluctuations

in the liquid supply rate to the VOMAG, or possible error in the indicated

frequency of the wave generator, etc.) The results of the separation

efficiency and particle loss investigation in the two CI stages are discussed

below. An investigation of a third stage was partially completed and the

results are reported in Appendix D.
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4.2.1 Single Stage Separation Efficiency

The point at which the cross-over efficiency is equal to fifty

percent, designated Stk50%,is 0.62 and 0.51 for the first and second

stages respectively (or,4 and 1 jm for DOP particles). Marple and Willeke

(1976) predict values of approximately 0.46 and 0.44 according to the

Reynolds numbers corresponding to the first and second stages. Their

prediction is based upon an analysis of a conventional solid surface

impactor, however.

A measure of the quality of the separation curve is the ratio of the

particle size at 90 percent cross-over efficiency to the size at 10 percent.

This parameter is approximately 2.1 and 4.0 for the first and second

stages, respectively. A value of 2 would be considered a good performance

for an impactor. Clearly, the second stage performance is not as good as

that of the first stage. One possible reason is the high wall losses in

the second stage. These losses, discussed in details below, are of

such a magnitude that they are coupled to the cross-over efficiency. A

decrease in the losses would definitely alter the efficiency curve of the

stage.

To improve the separation efficiency there are several possible

routes of investigation. First, the approximately 10 percent carry-over

observed for both stages (at the small particle size range), is perhaps

a result of interface instabilities which allow gas cross over from one

collection chamber to the other. By setting a small imbalance in the flow

of the two jets, as shown in Figurel8, itmaybe possible to control the small

particle carry-over . The imbalance in the flowcan be produced either by increasing

the flow through the clean jet and reducing the flow through the aerosol

laden jet by the same amount, or by increasing the exit flow on the aerosol

side and reducing the exit flow on the clean side by the same amount. It
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should be mentioned that a similar attempt by Brooks et al (1979) did

not produce encouraging results. Other factors could have been involved

in that experiment, however. The wisdom of this approach has to be

re-examined either experimentally or analytically. This approach opens

ways,however, to improved performance of the CI. For instance, the

fractionation point may be shifted by controlling the jets' flow. In

the extreme case in which the clean jet is completely stopped, the CI

operation becomes similar to that of the dichotomous impactor.

Another approach to improve performance of the CI is by forming a

clean gas sheath flow around the particle laden jet. The sheath which

confines the spread of the aeorsol is expected to improve the performance

of the CI. A similar approach taken by Masuda et al (1979) has proven

successful in improving the performance of a dichotomous impactor. This

was done by confining the aerosol to an annulus between a core and a

sheath flow of a clean gas. Such an approach, however, sacrifices the

simplicity of the present CI apparatus.

The reason the cross over efficiency for very large particles does

not reach a value of 100% is inherent to the operation of a CI. As

explained earlier, this occurs due to the recrossing of the interface

by heavy particles into the aerosol side after being entrained by the clean

jet, as predicted by Luna (1965). At this point it is not clear how

an imbalanced jets CI operation effects the cross-over efficiency of the

large particles.

Another reason for not reaching 100 percent efficiency is a result

of the radial distribution of particles in the jet. A particle moving in an

inner stream tube (close to the axis of the jet) encounters a flow field

different from that encountered by a particle moving in an outer stream tube.

While the former may have a sufficient momentum to cross over, the latter may
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be deflected by the flow and stay in the aerosol side. The reason being

thatthelatter particle has to cross a large volume of deflected flow

4, before reaching the interface.

In the next section it is shown that the distribution of particles

in the jet may lead to part of the losses in the CI.

4.2.2 Single Stage Particle Loss

The stage particle loss is relatively low for particles under the 50 percent

fractionation point and the loss is high above that point in the first

stage. This is not untypical behavior for impactors of all kinds (Willeke

and Pavlik, 1978; Loo et al, 1973), although in some cases losses are

high only around the fractionation point and low on both sides of that

point. In the second stage particle loss is high through out the range

of operation.

Qualitatively, wall losses were investigated by visual observations.

Surfaces inside the CI on which particles impact are usually wet and easily

identifiable as cirtical areas. It was observed that most of the losses

occur on the splitter plate in an annulus around the center hole, mainly on

the side facing the aerosol jet. The accumulated "wetness" is high close

to the hole and it decreases with the radial distance away from the hole. All

the "wetness" is confined to an area of approximatily three times the jet

diameter. No asymmetry in the particle deposition is observed (as would

be expected due to the oblong shape of the chambers).

The reason for the losses in this area is related to the radial

distribution of the particles in the nozzle. This relation is particularly

pronounced for particle sizes around the 50% fractionation point. While

particles close to the axis of the jet cross over to the clean side, and the

particles close to the perimeter of the jet are deflected by the flow, some

particles at intermediate radial locations may impact on the plate.
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4 If all particles are much smaller or much larger then the 50 percent

fractionation point, this explanation is not satisfactory, though, and

other loss mechanisms are to be suspected.

A "wetness" pattern, similar to that found on the side of the

splitter plate facing the aerosol, is observed on the other side of that

plate. This can be attributed to particles which cross over to the clean

side, propagate some distance upstream the clean jet and eventually reverse

their flow direction. Those particles behave as if they entered the CI

with the clean jet (albeit at a velocity smaller then that of the jet), and

some may impact on the splitter plate due to the same reasons that this

occurs on the aerosol side.

Another surface on which particles are accumulated is an annulus

around the jet exit, both on the clean and on the aerosol side of the CI.

These losses are related to particle trajectories, in particular of a

very heavy particle. Re-design of the nozzle exit (e.g., recessing the walls

around the jet nozzle) may reduce these types of losses.

The loss to the splitter plate can not be easily eliminated. If

the hole in the plate is enlarged, interface instabilities may become

detrimental to the cross-over efficiency. Thus it is a problem of optimizing

the loss versus the efficiency.

No other surfaces of significant particle loss were identified.
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4.3 Calibration of a 2-Stage CI

Once the calibration of the separate stages is completed, the

second stage is connected to the first one in such a way that the

fraction of the small particles leaving stage one enters stage two for

further fractionation. The fraction of the large particles leaving stage

two is, therefore, in a "window" size range between the fractionation

points of the two stages.

Based upon the calibration of the two separate stages, a prediction

of the combined 2-stage performance is obtained as follows.

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to loss and efficiency in the corresponding stages:

* The fraction of particles lost in stage one is,

Li

* The fraction of particles leaving stage 1 through side 2, [1,2] is

(1 - LI) ng

* The fraction of particles leaving stage 1 through side 1, [1,1] is

(1 - LI) (1 - nj).

* This is also the fraction of particles entering stage 2.

a Next, the fraction lost in stage 2 is,

L2 (1 - LI) (1 - nj).

a The fraction leaving stage 2 through side 2, [2,2),

n2 (1 - L2) (1 - LI) (1 - ni).

e The fraction leaving stage 2 through side 1, [2,1],

(I - n12) (I - LA) (0 - LI) (1 - ni).

By definition of the collection efficiency, and the total particle

loss, equations (49) and (50),the following expressions are obtained:
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I• "(I- 2) (1-LI) (1 -T1)) n12

ic= (-L) ni + (l-LI) (1-L2) (1-nl) Y12 + (1-L1) (I-12) (l-n) (l-n2) (53.

Or after some re-arrangement,

(1-2) (1-ni) n2
nc z 1-L2 (1 -T 11) (54)

Equation (54) shows that the collection efficiency does not depend upon

the loss in stage one, Li. It does depend, though, upon the loss in stage

two, L2. This result is obtained since the loss in stage one is implicitly

assumed to be equally divided between the two leaving streams. In this

case the term (1-LI) cancels out from the equation. This assumption is

necessary since the loss is accounted for as an integral quantity characteristic

to the stage, and it can not be separately measured (at the present time) for

each side of stage one. In reality particle loss in the aerosol side is

not necessarily equal to that in the clean side.

The maximum theoretical efficiency achieved when L2 = 0, is

max nc = (1 - n 2) n2 (55)

The total loss in the combined 2-stage CI is the sum of the individual

losses,

Lt = L, + (I - LI) (I -n) L2 (56)
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f4  Using the above formulae, and the calibration data of the two stages,

a predicted collection efficiency curve and a predicted total loss curve

are calculated and plotted in Figure 19. Also shown in the figure, are

the experimental data taken on the 2-stage CI. The general trend of the

predicted curve is confirmed in spite of some scatter in the data.

An ideal "window" would be rectangular in shape, and it corresponds

to individual efficiency curves of a step function form with no stage losses.

The observed "window" in the present test is less than ideal. Particularly

undesirable are the long tails on both sides of the window. To

eliminate these tails, it is necessary to improve each stage efficiency

and reduce the stage particle loss as discussed earlier.

Finally, attention should be given to the operation of the CI with solid

particles as opposed to liquid droplets used in the present study. Pavlik (1978) has

shown that stage particle loss is smaller for solid particles. The reason

is that solid particles bounce off the walls and essentially remain in

the flow. Under these conditions the cross over efficiency may change as

well. No experimental work was done in the present investigation to verify

this claim.
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4.4 Notes on the Status and Potential of the CI

In the last few years several manufacturers entered the market with

a single stage dichotomous samplers (Beckman Inst, Andersen, Sierra)

which are designed to fractionate particulates at approximately 2.5pm.

A preseparator installed on the inlet removes aprticulates larger than

15pm. Such samplers are usually built for automated sampling over an ex-

tended period of time.

In comparison to these dichotomous samplers, the CI is still not

mature for immediate application. However, the information and knowledge

gained through recent studies (Luna, 1965; Brooks et al, 1979, Pavlik,

1978; and the present investigation) points out to several advantages of

the CI which make it an attractive instrument. First, it is shown that

the concept of an opposed jet sampler can be applied in practice and

that the C1 can perform as well as a comparable single stage impactor.

Also the present study has indicated that a cascaded CI is possible.

The idea can be developed into a cascade sampling probe for the collection

of aerosols in several "windows". Such a probe may have applications

for sampling of stationary (stacks) and mobile sources (automobile

exhaust), or of ambient air at heavy smoke concentrations. In addition, the

CI is very flexible to operate, and its fractionation points can be shifted

by means of flow control.

Another potential application of the CI is, for instance, in the

generation of monodispersed aerosols. By collecting polydispersed

aerosol of a similar density and passing it through the CI, an output of

monodispersed aerosol in a desired size range is obtained. Further, the

2-stage CI can be used to measure densities of spherical particles by

passing the particles leaving the CI through an OPC. The OPC measures
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the particle physical diameter, and the density is calculated from the

aerodynamic equivalent diameter (or Stokes number). In the case of

non-spherical particles of a known density, the CI can be used to estimate

the shape factor of particles of a known aerodynamic equivalent diameter.

As indicated above, though, the CI is not ready yet for an immediate

laboratory use or for commercialization. There are several areas in which

an additional study and analysis is needed in order to bring about the

required improvements in the performance of the CI. One aspect of the

development of the CI in which insufficient progress has been made to date

is the development of an analytical model. The importance of such an

analytical s dy is underscored by the contribution made by Marple's

(1970) analysis to the development of conventional impactors.

The first task is, therefore, the definition of the scaling laws

of the CI and the generation of an analytical data base. This task requires

the modeling of the flow field in the space confined by the nozzles'

exit and the collection chambers' wall. A similar approach with various

degrees of complication can be found in the literature. For a solid wall

impactor, for instance, Ranz and Wong (1952) used simplified (potential

flow) equations for the flow field approximation. Marple (1970) solved

the full Navier-Stokes equations including the viscous terms (incompressible)

throughout the flow field. For impinging jets type impactor, Luna (1965)

approached the problem by solving the inviscid imcompressible flow equations.

To improve the results of the aforementioned studies it may be

necessary to take into account viscosity (in particular in the interface

zone between the two jets) and the non-symmetry of the apparatus. The

analytical effort should be supported by some flow visualization studies

done on a transparent CI model. In addition to a data base, the better
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understanding of the particle behavior in the CI -a direct outcome of

the modelling study - should lead the required hardware modification.

The next step should be recalibration of the apparatus utilizing solid

particles as well as liquid droplets. Furthermore, the CI should be

operated at off design conditions (e.g. at various flow rates) and the

corresponding shifts in the calibration curve identified. Finally,

the CI should be tested under real field conditions and various realistic

requirements.

6
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5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

1. The oblong shape of the collection chambers and the location of the
exit ports in the chambers practically eliminate the problem associated
with the non-symmetry of the apparatus. This is an improvement over the
first model's circular chamber.

2. With the present collection chamber design the thickness of the
splitter plate has to be at least 0.254 mm (10/1000") to eliminate
vibrations.

3. The splitter plate vibrations are more pronounced in the second stage
in which the jets' velocity is higher.

4. The v tk5o% is 0.62 and 0.51 for the first and second stages respec-

tively. The corresponding Reynolds numbers are 7553 and 15930.

5. The cross over efficiency steepness parameter (defined as d @ 90%
cross over efficiency divided by dp @ 10% cross over efficiency ) is 2.1
and 4 for the Ist and 2nd stages, respectively. A value of 2 is considered
as good performance for solid wall impactors. The relatively poor perfor-
mance of the second stage is attributed to the high particle loss in that
stage as well as to the small particle carry over. The latter may be
eliminated by a small over flow on the clean jet side.

6. Two major sources of particle loss by impaction have been identified.
Impaction around the jet nozzle exit may be reduced by recessing of the
chamber faces. Impaction on the splitter plate has to be optimized with
respect to the separation efficiency by controlling the hole diameter in
the plate (loss minimization and separation efficiency are inversely related).

7. Particle loss around the 50% fractionation point size is inherent to
the operation of the CI due to the radial distribution of particles in the
jet, but may be minimized by the use of a clean air sheath.

8. The performance of the two-stage CI follows the expectations based upon
the performance of the individual stages. The apparatus delivers aerosol
in a window between 1 to 4 Um (DOP Particles). The peak collection effi-
ciency in that window is around 50% and it has two undesired "tails". A
reduction in the stage particle loss and an improved efficiency is needed
to increase the peak collection efficiency and cut the "tails".
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The following tasks recommended for a future work on the optimization

of the CI performance are a logical follow up to the present investigation.

Although other routes may be taken, these tasks seem to provide a rational

and cost effective approach to tackle the deficiencies identified in the

present investigation. So far, the development of the CI has proceeded

along a craftsmanship course with some minimal engineering interjection.

Therefore, the tasks listed below - directed toward the goal of the

development of an optimal CI for field and laboratory application - make

use of advanced engineering research and development techniques.

o A detailed anlaytical model of the flow field inside the
impactor, in particular the viscous interface between the
two jets, is to be established.

o A theoretical performance data base, generated by means
of numerical techniques, is to be used for the identification of
hardware performance problems.

* Flow field visualization, a powerful tool in many fluid
dynamics studies, is recommended as an aid for the modeling
task.

o Recessing the collection chamber faces and other minor
geometrical modifications (to be identified by the analytical
model) are required to reduce wall losses.

o An optimization of impaction losses on the splitter plate
versus the separation efficiency has to be performed in order
to identify the "best" hole size in the plate.

o A complete mapping of the CI performance has to be performed.
This task includes calibration at various flow rates utilizing
both solid and liquid particles.
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APE N I l

Test rig parts list and manufacturers.

1. Air Products and Chemicals, filter housing (part #E40-8-16441)
and a CV Petrosorb Ultipore disposable filter element (#E40-Q-18162).

-"1 2. Moore Products Co., 0-100 Psig, high flow pressure regulator (#40H100).

3. Home made 1" manifold.

4. TSI Model 3050 Vibrating Orifice Monodispersed Aerosol Generator,
(Berglund-Liu).

4a. B&K Precision, Division of Dynascan Corporation, Model E3108 wave
generator.

5 & 6 Home made, CI stages one and two.

7. The Lee Company, Lee Jet in Fitting (#JETB1872850L).

8. Swagelok, 5-way ball valve (#B-43ZF2).

9. Matheson Gas Products, 0-100 Psig, 0.25% accuracy pressure gauge
(#63-5612).

10. Matheson Gas Products, 0-15 Psig, pressure gauge (#P/N 63-2215).

11. Harvard apparatus infussion pump.

12. a. Whitey, Micro-metering valve (#SS-21RS4)
b. Matheson Gas Products, 0-60 Psig, 0.25% accuracy pressure gauge.

13. TSI Inc. model 3054 aerosol neutralizer.

14. Dwyer, Magnehelic 2-0-2 inches of water D/P gauge (#2304)

15. Whitey, 3-way ball valve (#SS-43XS4).

16. 318" nylon tubing.

17. Home made sampling probe, see Figure 14.

18. Climet Instruments, model CI-208 particle counter and model 316 printer.
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19. Whitney, regulating valve (#SS-6LRS6).

20. The Lee Co., Lee Jet in fitting (#JETB1872200L).

21. Wallace and Tiernan, 0-800 mm Hg, aboslute pressure gauge
(#61A-ID-0800).

22. Same as 8.

23. Same as 3.
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APPENDIX B

Calibration curve for a sonic flow meter fixture, made of 2 orifices

connected in parallel (total rating 100 Lohms).
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APPENDIX C

Vibrations of Circular Plates

The flexural rigidity of a circular plate clamped on the

circumference is a cubic function of the thickness (Baumeister, 1976

p. 5-103),

D = Eh3/12 (1 - v2) (C-1)

The first fundamental frequency of vibration is

f 0= ) .(C-2)

Using (C-l) in equation (C-2),

f = (_2h E (C-3)

The vibration amplitude is inversely proportional to the frequency,

and therefore to the plate thickness. It should be noted, though, that

the plate diameter has a direct effect on the amplitude of vibration

and optimization of the diameter and thickness may be useful.

In the above equation the following nomenclature is used:

a - radius of plate

b - specific weight of plate material

o - flexual rigidity
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

E - modulus of elasticity

g - gravitational acceleration

h - plate thickness

- a constant

v- Poisson's ratio
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APPENDIX D

Calibration of Stage 0

An extra stage, similar in its geometry to stage one, was available

for testing. It was attempted to operate this stage at a fractionation

point around 7 Ijm. To do so, the jet nozzle diameter had to be increased

to approximately 0.79 cm according to Equation (4 ). Since the inlet

diameter to the tapered section of the nozzle is only 0.805 cm most of

the inlet cone was eliminated by boring the nozzle. No other changes were

made in the stage prior to testing, hence the S/D and the W/D ratios

decreased by approximately 40%. The stage is named "Stage 0" since

it has a fractionation point larger than that of stage one.

The above variations in geometry are found to be detremental to the

operation of the CI, as shown on the data table below.

Table D-l: Crossover Efficiency and

Particle Loss in Stage 0 (DOP particles)

d p, um 2.3 2.9 3.32 3.65 4.45 8.5 9.0

n % 30.3 36.1 31.5 34.2 40.8 39.0 71.0

L % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 44.7 74.0

While particle loss is virtually non-existant, the cross over

efficiency of the state is poor for particles below the fractionation point.

For particles larger than the fractionation point, very little data is
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is available. The reason being that most of the large aerosol generated

is lost before it can reach the C1. This happens due to the vertical

upward position of the aerosol generator whichmakesitdifficultto carry

!] heavy particles in a relatively low velocity stream coming out of the

generator. To get around this problem the aerosol generator has to be

positioned upside down.

To improve the stage performance, it is believed that its geometry

has to be changed to correspond to the operating conditions of the other

two stages. Explicitly, the spacing S/D, and the hole diameter in the

splitter plate W/O have to be corrected. Also the tapered inlet

section of the nozzle has to be corrected and the nozzle length N/D

adjusted.
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GLOSSARY

A - Frontal area of a particle.

C - Gas constant in Equation 45.

C - Cunningham slip correction factor.

C 1 , C2 - Constants of integration.

CD - Drag Coefficient.

i ]  d aed-Aerodynamic equivalent diameter.

dp - Particle diameter.

D - Nozzle diameter.

Dr, D2 - Diameter of the inlet and exit of the tapered nozzle section.

D(x) - Diameter at distance x along the nozzle.

L - Stage particle loss.

L - Lohm, a unit of flow resistance, see Equation (45).

Lt - Total particle loss in a 2-stage CI.

Z - Spacing between the nozzle exit and the splitter plate.

m - Particle mass.
p
N - Length of the straight nozzle section.

PI, P2 - Pressure upstream and downstream of the sonic orifice.

Q - Volumetric flow rate.

Re - Reynolds number.

S - Length of the tapered nozzle section.
p dl 2 11

Stk - Stokes number, 
p

9v'D

Stk 5 0% - Stokes number at the 50% cross-over efficiency.

T - Temperature.

t - time.

t*- t/tl.
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ti - S/Vg.

U - Jet velocity.

Vg1 , Vg2 - Gas velocity at inlet and exit of the tapered nozzle section.

V (x) - Gas velocity at distance x along the nozzle.
g

Vp V - Particle velocity at inlet and exit of the tapered nozzle section.
pi P2

V* -V/V

V*- V/V
p pg 1

W - Diameter of hole in the splitter plate.

X - Coordinate along nozzle axis.

X - Particle location along nozzle axis.

X - Local particle velocity.P

X - Local particle acceleration.P

- V* -1.
g2

Y] 112 - Constants defined by Equation 25.

P9 - Gas density.

pp -Particle density.

* - Normalized density, p /Pi where p, = 1 g/cc.
p p

- Gas Viscosity.

n - Cross-over efficiency (1-stage CI).

n - Collection efficiency (2-stage CI).

Particle Characteristic time

cptical Particle Counter.

"A, ibrating Orifice Monodispersed Aerosol Generator.
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